INTRODUCTION

Picard-Fuchs Equations.
The situation for non-singular X of higher dimension is more involved. For a good notion of cohomology over K we must turn to the hypercohomology of the complex £2x °^ sheaves of germs of holomorphic algebraic forms [4] . It should be remarked here that the analogue of Leray's theorem allows the hypercohomology to be obtained as the total homology of the bicomplex (G^tl 5 , U)), where U=={Uj is any covering of X by affine open sets.
Let us compute the one-dimensional hypercohomology group when X is a curve. We may take the covering U={Ui, Uj to consists of the complements of two disjoint finite sets of points. The cocycles in C°(^1, ^©G^^0, U) are the triples, (^, co^/J, where each co, is a i-form regular on H-, f^ is a function regular on U^nUg, and i-^^-^y^^0-Thus (Oi and (Og are differentials of the second kind, whose difference is an exact differential. The coboundaries are those triples (^, df^f^-f^ where each^ is a function regular on U,. The mapping (c^, ^fi^^^i establishes the desired identification of this hypercohomology group with the differentials of the second kind modulo exact differentials.
We continue with this example, and introduce the action of a derivation D of K. Select functions, x and^, so that at every point peX either x-x{p) or J^-^(p) is a uniformizing parameter. Let Ui be those p where x-x{p) is a uniformizing parameter, and take, for Ug, the analogous set for y. It follows [6 a ] that D^ and D , respectively, are stable on the functions regular on U^ and Ug, respectively, and that both are stable on functions regular on U^nUg. Define X : ^-^ti 0 , by \{fdx)==fDy{x). The mapping on i-cochains of the bicomplex, given by (^i, o^,/^) ^ (D^co^, DyCOg, XcOg+D^g), preserves cocycles and coboundaries, and so induces a mapping on the one-dimensional hypercohomology. This mapping gives the action of D on differentials of the second kind, modulo exact differentials.
In the higher-dimensional case, analogous formulae will, under restrictive hypotheses (see (1.6)), endow the bicomplex (G^H 9 , U)) with the structure of module over the algebra of derivations of K, and thus allow the differentiation of cohomology classes. This construction is presumably a special case of Grothendieck's c( Gauss-Manin connection " ( 1 ), but in any case our restrictive hypotheses are satisfied by principal affine open subsets of non-singular hypersurfaces.
The differentials of the second kind in higher dimensions no longer give the cohomology, as they did for curves. Indeed, a closed meromorphic differential o on a projective non-singular X is said to be of the second kind if there is an affine open set U, on which co is holomorphic, such that the cohomology class on U determined by co lies in the image of the restriction mapping H^X^H^U). This mapping is seldom an injection (except for H^X) -^H^U)), although for sufficiently nice U, one can determine the kernel (i. n).
Because differentiation of cohomology commutes, whenever it is defined, with the restriction H^X^H^U), the image ofH*(X) in H*(U) will be stable under differentiation, thus giving rise to a Picard-Fuchs equation for the subspace of H*(U) spanned by differentials of the second kind.
Parameters and the Zeta Function.
Recall that the zeta function of a variety, V, defined over GF(y), the field ofq elements, is the power series, exp( Ss^-), where N5 is the number of points on V whose coordinates lie in GF(^). This function, which we will write Z(r, V/GF(^)), is known (Dwork [i] ) to be a rational function of T, with rational integral coefficients.
Consider now a " variable 5 ' variety, Vp, defined over GF(^) [r] . For a special r^GGF^) the special variety Vp^ is defined over GF(^), and thus we may speak of the zeta function Z(r, Vp /GF(^)). We ask for its dependence upon Fo.
Let us begin by studying the elliptic curve E^ given by Jy 2 =x{x-l){x-X) (here p number of points, (including the point at infinity) on E^ with coordinates in GF(j& 8 ),
where it is understood that ^eGF^8). In this case, it is well known that
and hence The specialized hypersurface, Xp , corresponding to the special value Foeii, is 8 said to be non-singular, and in general position, if the forms X^--F(X, Fo), i^^^+ 2, ax, have no common zero. By elimination theory, there is a polynomial R(F), witĥ -integral coefficients, such that the specialized Xp^ is non-singular, and in general position, precisely when F() is not a zero ofR(r). Applying this result in characteristic^, we find that, for ord F^o, the specialized Xp^ and its reduction (modj&) will both be non-singular, and in general position, so long as F^ lies in the region [ Fg [^ i, | R(Fo) | = i; it is in this region that the theory of Dwork applies.
This theory associates to each Fo with |Fo|^i, |R(Fo) | ==i, a finite dimensional Q-space W^Fo), and a mapping, a (Fo) : W^Fg) -W^Fg). For |Fo-Fi|<i, there is given a canonical isomorphism, C(Fo, F^) : W^Fo) -^W^Fi), which gives a commutative diagram
WTOa(r^ WTO
c(ro,rt) c(rf,r?:
Observe that when r^=Fo and [R(Fo)|=i, the reduction {modp) of Xp is defined over GF(</ 8 ), and the composition, a(F^ ). . .a(F^)a(To), is an endomorphism ofW^Fo).
Dwork related the number N^(Fo) of GF{q 8 ) -rational points on the reduction (mod p)
of Xp to the trace of this composition:
Further, we may choose simultaneously bases for the W^Fo), in terms of which the matrix coefficients of a(F) are analytic functions on the region |F|^i, |R(F)|==i. (Recall that a function on such a region is analytic (in the sense of Krasner) if it is the uniform limit of rational functions regular on that domain.) The matrix of C(o, F), on the other hand, has entries which are merely convergent power series for [F|<i. However for |F|<i, the relation
holds identically in F. It follows, from the analyticity of the matrix entries of a(F), that the matrix entries of C(o, F^a^G^, F), which apparently exist only for |F|<i, by --+ TCZX^, so that oSf°, considered as module for the derivations of K, is spanned \ by its elements of Z-degree one. Thus, generically, there is at most .one homomorphism from ,S?° to IP(X 0 ) which is given as above on elements of Z-degree one and which respects the derivations of K. That this map exists, and that it annihilates DzJSf+SDx,^0, is almost the content of Theorem i. We regard HF(X 0 ) as coming from S G^), for a suitable covering;
in Theorem i we examine G 0^" ), and in Lemma (1.8) we turn to G 1^"1
). In this way we obtain a surjection 
and hence ©(ZX^Residue^ZX^)).
The final result is best expressed by a commutative diagram
TJn/VO^ __, .
The P-adic computation of the Zeta Function.
Let F(X)==F(X^, ..., X^+a) be a form of degree d over GF(y). Denote by Nt he number of zeros ofF in projective space rational over GF(^), all of whose coordinates are non-zero; this N^ is easily expressed as a character sum. Take a nontrivial character X, : GF(^)+-^* of the additive group of GF(^) with " /»-adic values ".
For each x==^, ...,x^ +3) rational over GF(^), ( 6 ), where ^ is a fixed p-th root of unity, and tr(6)=S&< the sum taken over y=o, . . ., s logp(y)~i. With this in mind, we fix an element n of 0., with T^"'^-^, and define a power series 6o(Z) by setting eo(Z)==exp(TCZ--^;Z P ).
Then [i] 1) 6o(Z) has ^-integral coefficients, and converges for ord(Z)>^". where P==(Pi, . . ., ^+2)5 and oc|->oc is reduction (mod^). Thus,
where, in the sum, Z, X^, . . ., X^^g vary independently over the (^--^--st roots of unity in Q. We next express this sum as a trace. Denote by L(o+) the space of power series SA^Z^X" which satisfy This operator is (c of trace class ", and [i, 9] (?-I) n+3 tr(^.H)-2:H(Z,X)
where Z, X^, . . ., X^^g are independently summed over the (y-i)--st roots of unity in ^.
In particular, this trace formula may be applied to a==^ .H, where H^=exp(7TZF(X)-7TZ^F(X^)). It is immediate that the j-th iterate a 5 of a is nothing other than ^.Hyy. Hence, combining the above formulae, we havê
This is the connection of a with the zeta function. It is convenient to consider a onesided inverse (3 to a, given by
where ^(Z^X^-Z^X^.
Connections with Formal Cohomology.
We wish to relate the operators a and p to certain operators arising in the formal cohomology theory of Washnitzer and Monsky.
We begin with a special affine variety over k==GF{q)'y this is, by definition, an where N is the number of points (^), rational over GF(^), where x^.. . x^^^f^x) 4=0. I wish to thank my teacher, B. Dwork, for so very much, and to acknowledge many helpful discussions with G. Washnitzer.
ALGEBRAIC THEORY
Notations. -We work over a field K of characteristic zero, and fix an element TreK*. As to existence, the last remark shows that for each A^, there is a mapping ©ŝ atisfying b) and c) for \.. We first show that ©^ is independent of \. We havê Z^X^SIJZX^^S^ZX 6 -^), so we must show, for /==F/X^, We now regard this generic definition as providing formulas for © in terms of the coefficients of the defining form.
Clearly it remains only to demonstrate that b) holds for all forms F. Consider •^n+l Proof. -We define the Koszul complex and give the proof in the following section.
Koszul and de Rham complexes.
Let (pi, •••??n be commuting endomorphisms of a vector space V/K. Write S=={i, ...,%}, AS the exterior algebra of the free K-space with basis the elements of S. On Hom(AS, V) the Koszul boundary may be defined by 
Pn<. -We readily compute that for Q)e^K( L )^(^AT)==^(co)AT+(-I) J coAX(T),
whence it follows easily that (rfX+Xrf) (co A r) = (rfX + Xrf) (co) A T + co A (rfX + W) (r), so that d\-{-\d is a degree zero derivation oi^(L) which commutes with rf, hence is determined by its restriction to L, and (^X+W)(A:,)==D(.y,). Q.E.D.
Differentiating Cohomology Classes whith respect to Parameters.
Let V be a non-singular variety defined over a field of characteristic zero; a theorem of A. Grothendieck [4] gives an algebraic method of computing the cohomology of V as complex manifold. Namely, fix a covering {Vj of V by affine open sets; denote by O? the sheaf of germs of regular algebraic differential forms, and by 0^(0^, {Vj) the (alternating) j^-cochains for the nerve of the covering {Vj with coefficients in the sheaf Q 9 . When the context is clear, we will simply write C^n 9 ). These C^Q 9 )
form a double complex, with d: G^^) -> G^n^1) the usual exterior differentiation and a: C^) -G^1^) the nerve-coboundary; for o(io, ..., ^eC^), recall (ao))(io, . . ., ^+l)=S(~I) j (o(^o, . . ., ^., ..., ip^). Then the cohomology of V is the homology of the total complex (whose term of degree n is S €7(0^)) under the diffe- Application. -The hypotheses are satisfied by a non-singular hypersurface of equation F===o, if we take the covering from the U{b, i). We will write functions in homogenous coordinates P/Q,, and use P 13 to denote the result of applying D only to the coefficients of P; then we readily compute 
Globalization of the © Mapping in Middle Dimension.
We begin with globalization to X 0 , where matters are greatly simplified by taking the covering U 0^, n + 2), b == i, . . ., n + i. The proof of theorem i, together with our recent definitions, gives the following Theorem (1.7) . -There is a unique mapping © : ^°-> Z; G^t^) which is a homop+q==n morphism of Lie modules over the ring of derivations of the field of definition, which is compatible with specialising the defining equation, and which assigns to a monomial ZX^ the element qfC 0^) which is X w^b ,n+2) over U 0 {b,n+2).
In this way the elements of oSf° of Z-degree one correspond with the algebraic Tz-forms regular on X 0 . As these are closed, it follows that the image of oSf° in 2 C^9) p+q=n lies among the cycles (of the total complex), and hence by passage to quotients we have a map © : .JS^-^H^X 0 ). Further, the aforementioned theorem of Grothendieck [4] states that on the non-singular affine variety X 0 , every cohomology class is realized by a regular algebraic form, whence JSf° maps onto ]-P(X 0 ). To reverse the inequality we turn to the exact sequence of (P^g, X^.g),
Lemma
Now P^ is just the (7z+i)-fold product of the non-zero complex numbers, so that B^Wt^m for />o, ofor Ko. This already shows that Bf,)(P^-X:;^)=o if q<_ n, while for l^ i we have 
monomials of degree j in ,, -, . . ., ---will give linearly independent cohomology classes). Observe
nd so by the Euler relation we may assume a relation
We claim ^,=o; let ^=X,/X, if i<j, ^=X^,/X, if ^j; aŝ
it suffices to show ^3=0. We rewrite our relationŝ
The regularity ofF insures that every term Xf occurs with non-zero coefficient &,, so that when ^, ...,^+i are all small, f{x) is close to ^, hence P^-X^ 'contains a region Hence for ^i, B^(X^)-(^), B^^^^-X^^^^f^, and for /<o everything is zero, so we must look at Euler characteristics. We readily compute
while ^(P^t^^x^^^o, so x(X^)==-^(P^-X::.^ whence it suffices to show ^X::,,)^-!)^4- Proof. -The second assertion for i==i is part of the Lefschetz theorem, and follows for i> i from the first assertion. The first sequence is certainly exact without the end zeros, and our computation showed the alternating sum of the dimensions to be zero. 
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The middle box commutes by assumption, and the end boxes arise from deformations, hence commute. Finally it is clear that F^=D^oFooD(^, as both sides have the same reduction mod p, and agree on x^ ..., x^.
